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Detailed experimental and theoretical study of collision-induced dissociation of Na2
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on He and H2 targets at keV energies
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A combined experimental and theoretical investigation of collision-induced dissociation~CID! of the quasi-
one-electron system Na2

1 He at 80 eV center-of-mass energy is presented. This study, complemented by
additional measurements with an H2 target, provides a detailed analysis of the competition between the two
basic CID mechanisms: via excitation of electronic states of the Na2

1 molecular ion and via momentum
transfer to one of the Na1 core. The experimental method is based on a combined coincidence and time-of-
flight technique, resulting in a complete measurement of the velocity vectors of the two fragments and giving
a full determination of the collision parameters. The theoretical analysis is based on the so-called nonadiabatic
quantum molecular dynamics, developed recently. This theory treats self-consistently and simultaneously
classical atomic motion and quantum electronic transitions in dynamical processes of atomic many-body
systems using time-dependent density functional theory. It allows one to simulate the experiment in micro-
scopic detail and, thus, provides a deep insight into the excitation and dissociation mechanism. The combined
theoretical and experimental analysis can later be extended to more complex systems like larger molecules or
clusters.@S1050-2947~98!04602-2#

PACS number~s!: 34.50.Pi, 34.10.1x, 36.40.Qv
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I. INTRODUCTION

Collision-induced dissociation~CID! of a diatomic mol-
ecule is a simple example of the dynamics of a finite syst
It is noticeable that no complete analysis of such a sim
‘‘three-body’’ collision process has been realized yet, wh
research in this field has been vigorous for decades@1#.
Study of CID was initiated in the 1960s when it was su
gested that dissociation of H2

1 could be a means to produc
fast H beams to heat plasmas of interest for fusion. Then
intense activity developed in spectroscopy when it was r
ized that velocity measurements of ionic fragments com
from the dissociation of fast~10 keV! molecular ions could
provide information on molecular energy levels with me
accuracy owing to the magnification of the energy of t
fragments introduced by the-laboratory-to-center-of-m
transformation@2#. This ‘‘translational spectroscopy’’ wa
later extended by detecting the two fragments in coincide
@3#. With this technique, spectroscopy of highly excited m
ecules could be studied for the first time. But, concerning
understanding of the collision dynamics, unavoidable in
gration on several variables necessitates the use of mode
disentangle the complex data. A first assumption, which
plies well to the present energy range, comes from the c
parison of some characteristic times: the collision time, ty
cally 10216–10215’s, is at least one order of magnitud
shorter than the vibration time, itself two orders of mag
tude shorter than the rotation time. This allows one to c
sider a ‘‘two-step’’ mechanism: first the molecule is excit
into an unstable state by the collision, then, in a second s
571050-2947/98/57~2!/1058~11!/$15.00
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the molecule dissociates far from the perturber. For the fi
step, two different collision mechanisms have been con
ered depending on whether the perturber interacts prima
with the nuclear cores or with the electronic cloud of t
molecule:

~i! In the first type of interaction, also called rovibration
dissociation@1#, the target atom exchanges momentum w
one or both atomic cores of the molecule resulting in
stretching of the molecular bond and vibrational excitati
@4#. If the momentum transfer is large enough, dissociat
occurs. In the simplest situation, the momentum is tra
ferred in a close encounter with one atomic core resulting
a significant deflection of the center of mass~CM! of the
molecule. This mechanism, hereafter referred to as theim-
pulse mechanism~IM !, although often invoked, was neve
directly observed. Actually, with the available techniques
was not possible to measure enough variables for a g
event to determine the scattering angle, as will be discus
in this paper.

~ii ! Theelectronic mechanism~EM! involves excitation of
the molecule into a dissociative state. At low collision e
ergy, in the so-called ‘‘quasimolecular’’ regime, direct ele
tronic excitation is usually small. In contrast, electron ca
ture might be a very important electronic process, provid
that quasiresonant conditions are fulfilled. In this situati
electron capture takes place at large impact parameter, l
ing to large geometrical cross sections and a forward sca
ing of the fragments. Since rotation is usually very slow, o
generally assumes that dissociation takes place along th
ternuclear axis~‘‘the axial recoil assumption’’! @5#. Dissocia-
1058 © 1998 The American Physical Society
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57 1059DETAILED EXPERIMENTAL AND THEORETICAL STUDY . . .
tive @6# or predissociative@7# states of various molecule
have then been investigated, these states being formed
resonant electron capture by their parent ions colliding w
alkali targets. The analyzing technique makes use of the n
ligible deflection of the CM of the molecule, allowing a com
plete determination of the momentum distribution from t
only measurements of the difference of arrival times and
distance of the two fragments detected in coincidence o
position-sensitive detector@3#.

These two mechanisms are invoked in many other p
cesses. For example, IM can mediate reactive processe@8#
whereas EM is essentially that of the photodissociati
More generally, IM and EM are nothing but the electron
and nuclear components of the ‘‘stopping power’’ of atom
particles inside the bulk. This motivated the present exp
mental ~see @9# for a preliminary account! and theoretical
study of the competition between these two basic C
mechanisms at low collision energy. From the experimen
side, a full determination of the velocity vectors of the tw
fragments ~measurement of the six velocity componen!
gives a complete analysis of the CID. In particular, the
flection angle of the dissociated molecular ion can be rec
ered. The collision of Na2

1 ions with He and H2 targets has
been chosen for the following reasons: the heavy projec
light target combination allows an almost complete colle
tion of all fragments on the detectors, hence realizing ap
detector in the center of mass. Only a few events are mis
for large scattering angles with He target. This would n
have been the case for example, with a H2

1 beam. This is
also one of the simplest systems since only thesg 3s elec-
tron of Na2

1 is expected to be active at these energies, w
the strongly bound target electrons should not participat
the process. In particular charge exchange was not expe
and indeed not observed. This simple system thus provid
case study for testing the nonadiabatic quantum molec
dynamics theory recently developed by Saalmann
Schmidt@10#.

II. EXPERIMENT

A. Experimental setup „Fig. 1…

The Na2 dimers are produced in gas phase through a n
expansion of pure sodium vapor. The oven is a double ch
ber made of stainless steel 310, consisting of a large bac
oven and a small frontal nozzle device. The backing ove
typically operated at a temperature ranging from 650
850 °C corresponding to vapor pressures of 50 to 500 T
respectively. The sonic nozzle of 0.125 mm diameter is
cated 18 mm in front of a conical heated skimmer. The d
tance between the nozzle and the skimmer as well as
transverse position of the oven can be adjusted to optim
the Na2

1 intensity.
The sodium beam passing through a ring-shaped filam

is ionized by 40-eV electrons. The ions are then accelera
at the desired energy of 1 keV and steered towards the
trance hole of a Wien filter. The Na2

1 beam is mass selecte
by passing through an exit hole located at 900 mm~both
holes have a 1 mmdiameter! and chopped at 1 MHz in a
parallel plate condenser with a 0.8-V/mm electric field,
sulting in 10-ns-wide pulses. A third circular hole limits th
beam diameter to 0.5 mm with an angular aperture of 0
via
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Finally the molecular ion beam crosses at 90° a He or a2

thermal target beam issued from a supersonic expansion
signed by Campargue@11#. The use of a ‘‘cold’’ target dras-
tically reduces the velocity broadening in the scattered be
especially important in heavy projectile light target combin
tions. The beam-crossing region determines a cylindrical c
lision volume of about 1.5 mm long and 0.5 mm diamet
which is placed at the focus point of a 30° parallel pla
electrostatic analyzer. This device is primarily used to se
rate the neutral fragments from the ionic ones and to m
select these ionic fragments. The Na1 ions are received on a
40-mm-diameter position-sensitive detector~PSD! placed at
an angle of 11° in the image plane of the analyzer@12#. This
arrangement also allows to use the electrostatic analyze
measure the energy of the incident and scattered ions.
neutral fragments fly straightforwardly through a fine me
grid stretched on the outer plate of the analyzer and rea
second PSD located in the incident beam direction. E
PSD is constituted by a stack of 3 microchannel pla
~Hamamatsu F 1217-01! and a resistive anode~Quantar
Technology Inc. 1839!. The Y andZ positions of both neu-
tral and ionic fragments are determined by the charge d
sion technique: the charges at the four corners of the col
tors are amplified, discriminated, and converted into 12 b
data with two ‘‘Datel’’ ~PC-414A2! cards featuring four
‘‘sample and hold’’ devices simultaneously triggered by t
timing signal. The typical 0.1-mm spatial resolution of th
PSD corresponds to an 0.01° angular resolution much be
than the angular spread of the incident beam (0.2°). The
of the PSD actually limits the angular acceptance of the n
tral fragments to 3.2°. For ion fragments, the limiting ang
is 3° in theZ direction ~Fig. 1! but the focusing properties
do not practically limit the acceptance in theY direction.

In order to simultaneously determine the velocity vecto
of both Na and Na1 fragments issued from the same physic
event, times of flight~TOF! of both fragments detected i
coincidence are measured by a multihit, multistop time di
tizer ~CTNM2 manufactured by IPN Orsay! triggered by the
chopper clock. Data are recorded in the ‘‘event’’ mode: f
each event occurring in a period of 256ms, the positionsY,
Z ~12 bits! as well as the TOF~0.5-ns accuracy! of both
fragments are recorded.

The energy spread of the incident beam measured by
electrostatic selector was found to be 2 eV approximately
1000 eV. The accuracy of the measurements is prima

FIG. 1. Experimental setup.
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FIG. 2. Parameters defining the collision geometry:C is the collision plane defined by the incident and recoil velocity vectors of
target (T) in the Na2

1-T center-of-mass~CM! frame.x is the CM scattering angle.D is the dissociation plane, which makes an angleF with
C. F,90° corresponds to a forward scattering of the ion.a is the angle between the relative velocity of the fragments~the Na-Na1 vector!
and the target recoil velocity.
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limited by the time width of the beam, which is typically 1
ns for a total flight of about 5ms.

B. Data analysis

The velocity vectorVn of the neutral fragment is deter
mined by the three spatial coordinatesXn , Yn , Zn and by the
time Tn spent by the Na atom between the collision volum
and the neutral PSD (Xn5348.560.5 mm!. Yn and Zn are
given by the location of the fragment on the PSD. The m
uncertainty comes from the determination of theYn5Zn
50 origins obtained from the assumed cylindrical symme
of the scattered neutral~noncoincident! fragments. The accu
rate determination ofTn is more difficult. In a first step, we
let the incident ion beam strike at reduced intensity the n
tral PSD. This gives a time reference peakt ref . The actual
TOF of the incident beamTref is calculated from the ion
velocity determined by its kinetic energyeV0 given by the
voltage supply and by the flight pathXn . The time Tn
5Tref1(tn2t ref) is then determined from the measureme
of the arrival timetn of the neutral fragment with respect t
t ref . Anticipating the results, the consistency of the meth
has been verified using the location of structure III~see next
section!. This method allows one to bypass problems e
countered with absolute timing such as delays given by e
tronics, wiring, and chopping method. The same procedur
used to determine the TOFTi of the ionic fragment, from
which the vectorV i is determined. In factTi-Tn is obtained
with a 0.5-ns accuracy given by the time digitizer and do
not suffer from the errors introduced in theTref definition.
The ionic trajectories between the collision volume and
Xi coordinate of the ion impact on the PSD are calcula
assuming a uniform electric field inside the analyzer and z
field outside. Small corrections are then added to recover
cylindrical axial symmetry of the~noncoincident! scattered
ions. Once theVn andV i vectors are determined for all co
incident events, the data are presented in coordinates tha
better adapted to the present collision problem~Fig. 2!. An
important aspect concerns the choice of the most pertin
n
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parameters, and when chosen, the most significant cor
tion between them. The CM scattering anglex, which is also
the recoil angle of the target, is one of them; it allows one
appreciate how violent the collision is. The other paramet
areErel , the relative kinetic energy of the fragments,a and
F, the two angles determining the orientation of the dis
ciation axis.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

All data presented in this paper have been obtained
laboratory energy of 1000 eV corresponding to 80-eV C
for a He target and to 41.7 eV CM for a H2 target. In order
to pinpoint the similarities and differences between the t
systems, we have chosen to present the data obtained
both helium and H2 targets together. Actually one of th
most significant correlations is provided by the depende
on x of Erel as shown in Fig. 3. It is noteworthy that bot
systems present a similar pattern composed of three s
tures. Integration for each structure of the multiply differe
tial cross sections gives for structures I, II, and III relati
contributions of 68%, 17%, and 14% with the He target a
51%, 33%, and 16% with H2, respectively. Structures II an
III appear at very small scattering angle, corresponding
gentle collisions. They are attributed to electronic transitio
to repulsive ~structure II! or weakly bound~structure III!
states. They will be discussed later. In contrast, the struc
labeled I appears at largex values. With both targets,Erel
increases withx, but with different origin and slope. This
behavior suggests that structure I is due to an impu
mechanism. Considering a binary collision between the
get and one Na1 core, a largerx would correspond to a
larger momentum transfer and therefore to a larger rela
energy of the fragments.

A. Impulsive processes

In order to check the cogency of this assumption, one
developed a simple binary model, in which we assume
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57 1061DETAILED EXPERIMENTAL AND THEORETICAL STUDY . . .
elastic encounter between one Na1 core and the target, ne
glecting the interaction with the other core. The active N1

is scattered at an anglex1 in the frame of the Na1 target
center of mass~Fig. 4!. In this frame, its velocity vector
becomesBA8, while BA remains that of the untouched Na1.
AA8 is the velocity transferred to the relative motion of t

FIG. 3. Contour maps for the correlation between the rela
kinetic energy of the fragmentsErel and the CM scattering anglex
for ~a! helium target and~b! H2 target in the Na2

1-He and Na2
1-H

CM frames, respectively,~see text!. All contour levels show a loga-
rithmic intensity scale with a factor of 1.58 between two contou
Impulse model: full lines:Eint50, dotted lines:Eint50.96 eV. The
middle and lower panels show the intensity as a function ofErel for
process I:~c! x.10° for the He target,~d! x.25° for the H2 target
and processes II and III:~e! x,10° for He target,~f! x,25° for H2

target, respectively. The full line in~c! stands for the model calcu
lation taking the rotation of the dissociation axis into account~see
text!.

FIG. 4. Newton diagram for the binary impulse model for t
Na2

1-He system:B: Na-He CM, C: Na2-He CM, x1 scattering
angle in the Na1-He CM frame.AA8 is the dissociation velocity
vector if the two Na1 cores were not bound.b is the angle between
the actual dissociation velocity Na-Na1 vector and the direction o
the transferred momentum.
two Na1 cores. If the corresponding energy transferET is
larger than the binding energy of Na2

1, the molecule disso-
ciates with

Erel5ET2ED1Eint ,

whereEint is the rovibrational energy of the incident Na2
1

ion andED50.96 eV is the ground-state binding energy. T
dependence ofErel on the CM scattering anglex can easily
be calculated~Fig. 4! with

ET5
MT

2

~MT1MNa!
2

E0sin2
x1

2
,

tanx5
sinx1

MT /~MT12MNa!1cosx1
,

where MT and MNa are the target and Na masses, resp
tively. The initial rovibrational energyEint of Na2

1 being
unknown, theErel(x) curves have been drawn for the tw
limit values Eint50 and Eint50.96 eV corresponding to
Na2

1 in the rovibrational ground state and at the dissociat
limit, respectively~see Sec. IV: Fig. 14!. It is noteworthy
that for the He target@Fig. 3~a!# the experimental contour
follow surprisingly well the curves in view of the crudene
of the model. The maximum of the experimental data l
between 0 and 0.2 eV above the lower curve. This gives
estimate of the initial internal energy of the Na2

1 projectile.
Assuming that at an oven temperatureT5800 °C, only v
50,1,2 vibrational states are populated. Therefore the i
ization resulting from a Franck-Condon transition from the
states gives an internal energyEint,0.2 eV consistent with
our estimate. In the case of the H2 target, a binary encounte
of one H atom with one Na1 core has been considered sin
the IM involves a hard collision that can only occur betwe
atomic cores. A glance at Fig. 3 shows again a good ag
ment with the experimental contours, an agreement tha
not found if a collision with H2 instead of H was considered
For consistency, the experimental data have been prese
in the Na2-H CM frame. Notice that a simple binary Na1-H
collision governs, to a large extent, the dissociation dyna
ics of such a four-body system. It is interesting to notice t
in the Na1-H binary encounter, the energy simultaneous
transferred to H2 (ET85ETMNa/MH) is 23 times larger than
that given to Na2

1. That means that H2 should simulta-
neously dissociate in this process since the energy transfe
to H2 as Na2

1 dissociates is at least 22 eV (EDH2
54.47 eV!.

The I (Erel) distribution for structure I, integrated ove
angles x.10° @Fig. 3~c!# peaks at a relativeErel value
around 0.12 eV, a feature not expected from the model
predicts a maximum forErel→0 eV. It is suggested that thi
shift of the maximum is introduced by a centrifugal barri
Ecfg to be overcome during the dissociation of the rotatio
ally excited Na2

1 ~Fig. 5!. The above model has therefor
been complemented to account for the part of the momen
transmitted to the rotational degrees of freedom. For eacx
angle andErel values, the differential cross section is the
given by

s rot~x,Erel!5s~x!P~x,Erel!Pcfg~x,Erel!.

e

.
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1062 57J. A. FAYETON et al.
s(x) is the differential cross section corresponding to
first binary elastic Na1-He collision, calculated with the po
tential given by Kitaet al. @13#. P(x,Erel) is the distribution
of the internal energy of Na2

1, which is assumed to be
Gaussian curve centered atEint50.2 eV with a half width at
half maximum ~HWHM! of 0.3 eV ~see Sec. III A!.
Pcfg(x,Erel) accounts for the barrier height:Pcfg50 or 1
depending whetherErel is smaller or larger thanEcfg respec-
tively. Such calculation is performed for all orientations b
tween the Na2

1 axis and the momentum transfer axis
steps of 10°. The differential cross section averaged o
these orientations is then, for eachErel value, summed ove
scattering anglesx. The reasonable agreement with the e
perimental data for the shift of the maximum@Fig. 3~c!# sup-
ports our assumption on the role of the rotational transfe

Within this model, the momentum is transferred in t
collision plane, implying that the dissociation fragments a
emitted symmetrically with respect to this plane. TheF(x)
correlation~Fig. 6! shows the strong peaking of the expe
mental data for process I atF50° andF5180° around the
collision plane, also in consistency with the model. With t
He target an asymmetry in theF distribution is found for
x.30°. In fact, for these large angles, a significant part
the side scattered neutral fragments falls outside the P
~see Sec. II! explaining the absence of coincidences atF
50°, even though the corresponding ionic fragments are
tected. The hatched areas in Fig. 6~a! show the part of the
(x,F) plane that is at least partially blind to neutral fra
ments. On the contrary, atF5180° and largex most of the
side scattered ionic fragments are detected, explaining
observed peaking of the coincident data. However, with
H2 target, such an angular cut does not occur due to
lower target-projectile mass ratio. Therefore the neat as
metry in the relative intensities atF50° and 180° must
have a physical origin at variance with the He case. T
asymmetry is not expected from the two-step approxima
in which first the target hits one Na1 core and then, in the

FIG. 5. Schematic representation of the rotational barrier.
text ~Sec. III A! for the definitions of the various energies.Veff(r ) is
the sum of the Na2

1 potentialV(r ) and the centrifugal potential.
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second step, the molecular ion dissociates far from the
tuber. The activesg 3s electron has therefore an equ
chance~due to the molecular symmetry! to be bound to ei-
ther a Na1 ion, resulting in an equal probability to detect
Na or Na1 fragment at a given scattering angle. The cle
departure from such symmetry in the case of the H2 target
may put in question the limit of the two-step assumptio
‘‘Postcollision’’ interaction with the target could be invoked
an interaction that is much stronger with H2 ~or H if H2
dissociates as suggested above! than with He possibly due to
the larger polarizability~0.8, 0.67, and 0.2 Å3, respectively!.
An alternative explanation implies the excitation of the Na1

2p core electrons in close Na1-H encounters, breaking th
Na1-Na1 core symmetry. This excitation process is mu
less important in Na1-He encounters. For example, th
mechanism has been observed in the dissociation of
asymmetric NaK1 ion @14#.

e

FIG. 6. Contour maps for the correlation between the CM sc
tering anglex and the angleF between the collision and the dis
sociation planes for~a! He and~b! H2 in the Na2

1-He and Na2
1-H

CM frames, respectively~see text!. All contours show a linear plot
with a factor 2 between two contours. The hatched areas stand
the part of the (x, F) plane at least partially blind to the neutra
fragments in the case of the He target.
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57 1063DETAILED EXPERIMENTAL AND THEORETICAL STUDY . . .
The a angle gives the orientation of the dissociation a
with respect to the scattered beam axis. Within the impu
model, a simple relationship is found betweenx1 and x
angles~Fig. 4!: a05p/26(x2x1/2) depending on whethe
the ion or the neutral fragment is side scattered by the tar
The dotted lines well account for the double peaking of
a(x) data~Fig. 7!. A more sensitive parameter is the ang
b5a2a0 ~Fig. 4! between the direction of the momentu
transfer and the actual dissociation axis. Figure 8 shows
correlationb(Eint)/sinb. Theb(Eint) data have been divide
by sinb in order to suppress the effect of the spherical co
dinates, which artificially privileges data atb590° @15#.
One notices again the strong peaking aroundb50° andb
5180° along the momentum transfer axis. It is readily se
that the larger the initial vibrational energy, the better t
model applies, as it was expected in a model that neglects
interaction with the untouched Na1 core.

B. Electronic processes

The energy loss measurements and the very smallErel(x)
values suggest attributing structure III to the population

FIG. 7. Contour maps for thea(x) correlation for~a! He and
~b! H2 in the Na2

1-He and Na2
1-H CM frames, respectively~see

text!. Same scale of contours as in Fig. 6. The two lines are tha
5p/26(x2x1/2) values given by the impulse model.
e

et.
e
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weakly bound states correlated to the Na(3p)1Na1 disso-
ciation limit but does not allow one to distinguish betwe
the two possiblesg 3p or pu 3p channels~see Sec. IV: Fig.
14!. TheF anda angular distributions are also very difficu
to estimate due to the strong peaking aroundErel50 eV and
x50°. Nevertheless, for the He target, thea distribution is
peaked arounda5p/2 ~Fig. 9! and looks very close to a
sina shape~see Sec. IV: Fig. 16! as expected from a uniform
distribution of the dissociation axis. In contrast, a cle
asymmetry towards the smalla values is observed with H2.
Complementary measurements made after our prelimin
analysis@9# show that structure II is primarily due to th
dissociation of thesu 3s repulsive state~see Sec. IV!. The
energy distribution of the fragmentsI (Erel) peaks around 0.7
eV @Figs. 3~e! and 3~f!# a value that would correspond to
transition around 8.5 a.u. assuming a Frank-Condon tra
tion. The a angular distribution shows a double structu
peaking at 70° and 110° for the He target and 80° and 1
for H2, symmetric arounda5p/2. Notice that for H2 the
a(Erel) plot is presented in the Na2-H2 CM frame at variance
with the previous plots, which referred to the binary Na
encounter. These two peaks actually correspond to the s
orientation of the dissociation axis just exchanging the
and the Na1 fragments. Thea distribution becomes closer t
a5p/2 with increasingErel . This behavior could reflect the
dependence of the cross section on the internuclear dist
~related here toErel) at which the transition occurs as dis
cussed by Green and Peek@16# for the CID of H2

1. The
determination of theI (F) distribution~Fig. 6! at very small
scattering angles is rather sensitive to various experime
parameters and this distribution even becomes meaning
at x50°. In this respect, the strong peaking atF5180°
should not be considered as significant. However, with
creasingx up to 10° the meaningful double peaking atF
50° andF5180° shows a preferential in-plane dissociati
for both II and III structures and with both targets. Th
clearly indicates that some momentum might be simu

FIG. 8. Contour map for the correlation between the angleb/sin
b and the internal energyEint of Na2

1 ~see text!. Same scale of
contours as in Fig. 3. The dashed and full lines are for an inte
energy of 0 and 0.96 eV, respectively.
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neously transferred during EM for rather close encoun
between the target and one of the Na1 cores~see Sec. IV!.

C. The ‘‘ZZ correlation’’

Actually, information on the type of dissociation mech
nism can be obtained from the correlation between the p
tions of the two fragments, in fact their projection on t
vertical axisZ, with respect to the incident beam axis~Fig.
10!. The ZZ correlation does not require timing measur
ments and thus can be obtained with a continuous beam
factor of 100 is thus gained in the beam intensity with
spect to the chopped beam procedure, a feature that is a
ciated when working with weak cluster beams@17,18#. For
the electronic mechanism, the scattering of the CM of
molecular ion is negligible: if the ionic fragment is deflect
up, the neutral fragment is deflected down, and convers
This process gives the body of the ‘‘butterfly’’ pattern in th
ZZ correlation. In an impulsive mechanism, a hit co

FIG. 9. Contour maps for thea(Erel) correlation for ~a! He
target and~b! H2 target corresponding to electronic processes I a
II ( x,10°). Notice that for such electronic processes thea (Erel)
correlation is presented in the Na2

1-He and Na2
1-H2 CM frames,

respectively~see text!. Same scale of contours as in Fig. 6.
rs

i-

-
A

-
re-

e

ly.

,

ejected as a neutral fragment, for example, is much m
deflected than the passive fragment, which, however
slightly deflected in the same side due to the molecular bi
ing. The correspondingZZ correlation gives the horizonta
wing of the butterfly, while the vertical wing corresponds
a hit fragment ejected as an ion. The integration of the s
tered intensity shows for the H2 target an increasing impor
tance of the EM and a decrease of the vertical wing show
up the asymmetry in the IM~see Sec. III A!.

IV. THEORETICAL ANALYSIS

In this section we present a detailed theoretical analysi
the Na2

1 1 He (ECM580 eV! collision system. It is based
on the so-called nonadiabatic quantum molecular dynam
~NA-QMD! developed recently@10#. This theory treats si-
multaneously and self-consistently classical atomic mot
and electronic transitions~excitation, transfer, ionization! in
atomic many-body systems by combining classical mole
lar dynamics with time-dependent density functional theo
The general equations of motion as well as approximati
to make the approach applicable to larger systems are
cussed in@10#. Technical details of the calculations present
in this application will be published elsewhere@19#.

The aim of the present theoretical analysis is twofo
First, the comparison of the calculated results with that
full-kinematic correlation experiments represents a sensi
test of the NA-QMD theory.Second, a NA-QMD analysis
allows one to obtain a detailed microscopic insight into t
excitation and dissociation mechanisms by considering a
non–measurable quantities such as time and impact pa
eter dependence of different processes.

So, we have performed a systematic event-by-ev
analysis of the collisions Na2

1 1 He by calculating about
35 500 trajectories with the NA-QMD covering 71 impa
parameters (b5Ak/2 a.u. withk50,1, . . .,70) and 500 ini-
tial conditions, i.e., different orientations of the cluster wi
respect to the beam axis for each impact parameter. In a

d

FIG. 10. ZZ correlations for~a! He target and~b! H2 target.
Abscissa and ordinate are the vertical components of the deflec
of the neutral and the ionic fragments, respectively. Lower pa
schematicZZ topology for impulsive and electronic mechanisms
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tion, a finite temperature of the clusters in the beam is ta
into account by randomly chosen velocities assuming
electronic excitations and an internal energy of 0.2 eV
estimated from the experimental conditions~see Sec. III A!.
The evolution of the dimers has been followed after the c
lision with the helium target~with a typical interaction time
tcoll;10 fs! up to 0.5 ps. Thus the fragmentation dynam
can directly be investigated.

As discussed in Sec. III, the correlation between the s
tering anglex and the relative energy of the fragmentsErel
reveals important aspects of the fragmentation mechan
To analyze the different mechanisms and physical effe
contributing to the experimentally observed correlation
have performed three different kinds of calculations for
same correlation~Fig. 11!: an adiabatic QMD analysis wher
the fragmentation dynamics is exclusively determined
momentum transfer because the electrons are treated in
ground state~upper part of Fig. 11!, an NA-QMD analysis
where in addition the electronic mechanism of dissociatio
considered~middle part!, and an extended NA-QMD analy

FIG. 11. Calculated distribution of fragmentation events a
function of the relative energy of the fragmentsErel and the CM
scattering anglex for collisions Na2

11He (ECM580 eV, Eint

50.2 eV! in the experimentally measured region@compare to Fig.
3~a!#. From top to bottom: adiabatic QMD, nonadiabatic QMD, an
nonadiabatic QMD including quantum effects on the atomic m
tion. The lines correspond to the analytical kinematic model
Eint50 eV ~lower! andEint50.96 eV~upper!.
n
o
s

l-

t-

m.
ts
e
e

y
eir

is

sis where quantum effects of the atomic motion are ta
into account~lower part!.

The adiabatic QMD reproduces nicely the first maximu
~I! at large deflection angles in the experimental correlat
@see Fig. 3~a! # supporting the upper given interpretation
terms of the IM leading to these events. In the NA-QM
analysis a second maximum at small anglesx,10° appears,
resulting obviously from dissociation products according
EM. However, in contrast to the experimental correlation
breakup into two structures@II and III in Fig. 3~a!# is ob-
served. This has a transparent physical interpretat
whereas in the NA-QMD the atomic motion is treated cla
sically the occurrence of the two electronic peaks in the
periment clearly signals that also the atomic dynamics
quantized. Therefore, a full quantum-mechanical treatm
of the whole system is required. In the present case, h
ever, one may easily incorporate quantum effects of the r
tive motion as follows: from the time-dependent wave fun
tion c(t) of the valence electron one may obtain t
occupation probabilitiesPi(t)5u^c(t)uc i&u2 of different
eigenstates with the Born-Oppenheimer ‘‘surfaces’’Ei(R)
and the adiabatic wave functionsc i ~see also Fig. 15!. With
this probability a potential curveEi(R) can randomly be
chosen right after the interaction with the target. The fra
mentation dynamics can then be followed along this eig
state. The result of this projection is shown in the botto
part of Fig. 11. It nicely reproduces the three maxima in
experimental correlation@Fig. 3~a!#.

To gain further insight into the dynamics, the fragmen
tion probabilityPfrag has been considered as a function of t
impact parameter b. It is defined by Pfrag(b)
5Tfrag(b)/Tall(b) with Tall the number of calculated trajec
tories andTfrag the number of trajectories where the dim
dissociates. For a fixedb this quantity represents an avera
over the various initial orientations of the dimer. Figure
shows the impact parameter dependence ofbPfrag, where
again NA-QMD calculations are compared with that o
tained by QMD calculations. The maximum of the adiaba

a

-
r

FIG. 12. Calculated fragmentation probabilityPfrag multiplied
by the impact parameterb as a function of the impact parameter fo
collisions Na2

11He (ECM580 eV,Eint50.2 eV!. Adiabatic~ dot-
ted curve! and nonadiabatic~solid curve! QMD calculations are
compared. Note that differences between both calculations are
stricted to small impact parametersb,3 a.u.
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Pfrag appears atb'3 a.u., which is just half of the atomi
distance in Na2

1 of about 6 a.u. Somewhat surprisingl
electronic transitions increase remarkably the nonadiab
~i.e., total! fragmentation probability for central collision
only. On one side, this means that electronic excitations le
ing to dissociation must be connected with some momen
transfer. On the other side, these events show up at s
anglesx,10°. Therefore, only very specific orientations
the dimer with respect to the beam axis can contribute
these events. In fact, the further combined theoretical
experimental analysis will justify this expectation.

To elucidate the role of the momentum transfer the
called F correlation~with F the angle between the the re
action and dissociation plane, see Fig. 2! will be considered.
In a pure IM of dissociation one would expect a strong c
relation between the reaction and dissociation plane resu
in strong maxima atF;0° (360°) and 180°, i.e., in-plan
fragmentation. In the other extreme case of an ideal EM
dissociation no correlation between both planes is expec
Figure 13 shows the experimental and calculated intensit
the fragmentation events as a function ofF separated for
collisions with x.10° and x,10°, respectively. Experi-
mental and theoretical data are found to be in excel
agreement in both cases. As expected, for collisions w
large x ~IM ! one finds a strong preference ofF;0° and
180° forx.10°. For small anglesx,10° this preference is
much less pronounced but still observed, clearly demons
ing that electronic excitations occur in connection with so
momentum transfer~central collisions!.

One of the questions of interest concerns the relative c
tribution of the individual electronic states leading to the tw
maxima~II, III ! in the Erel-x diagram. For this purpose th
calculated electronic statesEi of Na2

1 as a function of the
atomic distanceR are shown in the upper panel of Fig. 14.
the lower panel of Fig. 14 the impact parameter depende
of the mean electronic excitation probabilityP̄i(b) obtained
by averagingPi(t→`) over all collisions with impact pa-
rameterb is shown. As discussed above, electronic tran
tions occur mainly in central collisionsb,3 a.u. The domi-
nating channel is the excitation of the~dissociative! su 3s
level. An interesting feature of this transition is the decre
of Psu

3s for small impact parametersb,1 a.u., which is
connected with the symmetry of the states~for effects on the

FIG. 13. Calculated intensity~histograms! of fragmentation
events as function of the angleF for collisions Na2

11He (ECM

580 eV, Eint50.2 eV! compared to the experimental resu
~circles! for collisions with large scattering anglesx.10° ~left
panel! and small onesx,10° ~right!, respectively.
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fragmentation dynamics see below!. Transitions into thepu
3s andsg 3p are less probable and those into higher sta
are negligibly small. Comparing now the energy relea
Ei(R'6 –7 a.u.!2Ei(R→`) of the contributing states with
the experimental kinetic energiesErel of the fragments@see
Fig. 3~a!# one clearly concludes that structure II (Erel;0.7
eV! is connected with dissociation events originating fro
the su 3s and sg 3p levels whereas structure III (Erel;0
eV! results from the weakly boundpu 3p level.

The electronic excitation processes can be further a
lyzed by investigating the time dependence of the occupa
probability Pi . Figure 15 showsPi(t) and the energy levels
Ei(t) for the contributing states~see lower part of Fig. 14!
obtained from a typical central collision. The energy of t
initially occupied ground stateEsg

3s(t) is shown too. The
various transitions can directly be assigned to the coupli

FIG. 14. Top panel: Calculated potential energy curves of Na2
1

for the lowest levelsEi as a function of the atomic distanceR.
Symmetries are distinguished by different line styles. The relev
transitions are indicated by bold dashed arrow lines. As the dim
vibrate and electronic transitions can occur at different atomic
tances the excitation energy as well as the relative energy of
fragments may vary considerably. Bottom panel: Averaged e

tronic transition probabilitiesP̄i ( i 5su 3s, sg 3p, pu 3p) as a
function of the impact parameterb for collisions Na2

11He (ECM

580 eV, Eint50.2 eV!. The transition probabilities into the othe
states are negligible small. Note the decrease ofPsu 3s for small
impact parametersb,1 a.u.
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~avoided crossings! between the states during the collisio
~compare upper and lower part of Fig. 15!. Direct transitions
from the ground state are observed in thesu 3s andpu 3p
levels whereas the excitation ofsg 3p happens indirectly via
pu 3p. Obviously, this multistep process requires a nonp
turbative treatment of the electronic dynamics.

Finally, details of the~different! collision and dissociation
geometry of the individual electronic states will be discuss
by considering thea correlation. Figure 16 shows the inten
sity as a function of the anglea for collisions withx,10°.
Results from measurements and calculations are compa
Whereas the experimental data are separated for structu
and III in Fig. 3, the calculated intensities are distinguish
by the excited electronic state. These intensities have b
obtained by weighing each trajectory with the probabil
Pi(t→`). In the right panel of Fig. 16 one observes a mi
mum for the experiments ata590°. This minimum can be
understood through the dominating intensity of thesu 3s
state. Its origin is the same as that for the appearance o

FIG. 15. Calculated time evolution of the energy levelsEi

~bottom! and the occupation probabilitiesPi ~top! of the participat-
ing orbitals (i 5su 3s, sg 3p, pu 3p) for a typical collision
Na2

11He (ECM580 eV, b50!. Note that electronic transition
correspond to avoided crossings and appear as a multistep pro
m

r-

d

ed.
s II
d
en

he

‘‘hole’’ in Psu 3s(b) at b,1 a.u.~see Fig. 14!. Transitions
between gerade and ungerade states are suppressed for
symmetry conserving collisions, i.e., central collisions whe
the dimers are oriented orthogonal to the beam axisa
'90°). The opposite is the case for thesg 3p and pu 3p
states, which exhibits maxima ata'90°.

V. CONCLUSION

In summary, we have presented a combined experime
and theoretical analysis of CID by applying two novel tec
niques: kinematic complete correlation experiments and
croscopic NA-QMD theory. So, mechanisms of CID in Na2

1

1 He collisions have been elucidated in full detail. The e
perimental analysis of the more complicated Na2

11H2 col-
lision shows that the same mechanisms hold simplify
considerably the understanding of such a four-body syst
A systematic extension and further applications of the co
bined experimental and theoretical analysis to larger syst
are in progress@19#.
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FIG. 16. Calculated intensity~histograms! of fragmentation
events resulting from different electronic states as a function of
anglea for collisions Na2

11He (ECM580 eV,Eint50.2 eV! with
x,10° compared to experimental results~circles!. The experimen-
tal data on the right and the left correspond to the structures II
III in Fig. 3~a!, respectively.
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